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BNC 002 BK 

29.- CHF

BNC 002 WH 

29.- CHF

This Braun travel alarm clock 
measures 56mm x 56mm x 31mm and is 
available in two colours. It has an easy to 
read dial layout, crescendo alarm and a 
quiet German precision quartz movement. 
Duracell battery included. 2 year warranty.

This Braun alarm clock measures 75mm x 75mm x 
35mm and is available in three colours. It has an easy to 
read dial layout, crescendo alarm and quiet German 
precision quartz movement. Duracell battery included. 
2 year warranty.

BNC 012 BK 

39.- CHF

BNC 012 GY 

39.- CHF

BNC 012 WH 

39.- CHF
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BNC 005 BK 

49.- CHF

BNC 005 WH 

49.- CHF

This Braun quartz alarm clock
measures 72mm x 78mm x 30mm and is available in 
two colours. It has an easy to read dial layout, 
crescendo alarm, motion activated snooze function , 
World time zone map, torch light and quiet German 
precision quartz movement. This clock also has the 
battery included. 
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BNC 006 BK 

79.- CHF

BNC 006 WH 

79.- CHF

Our radio controlled wall clock 
measures 201mm x 32mm and is available in two colours. 
It has an easy to read dial layout with LCD seconds/date display 
and quiet German precision movement. 
This clock also has the battery included.



HAZUBA

This Braun radio controlled alarm clock
measures 80mm x 80mm x 56mm and is 
available in two colours. It has an easy to read 
dial layout, crescendo alarm, snooze function 
and quiet German precision quartz movement. 
This clock also has the battery included. 
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BNC 007 BK RC 

65.- CHF

BNC 007 WH RC 

65.- CHF
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BNC 008 BK 

49.- CHF

BNC 008 WH 

49.- CHF

high visibility backlight

This Braun global radio controlled travel alarm clock
measures 57mm x 57mm x 19.9mm and is available 
in three colours. It has a superior reverse LCD display, 
(grey normal LCD) patented high visibility backlight 
and a snooze function. The clock has a quick set 
function for easy use and can be set to 12 or 24 hour 
mode. The radio controlled function can be switched 
off and the clock can be manually set for use in those 
countries where the radio controlled signal is not 
picked up. Duracell battery included. 

BNC 008 GY 

49.- CHF
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BNC 009 BK 

59.- CHF

BNC 009 WH 

59.- CHF

This Braun global radio controlled alarm clock
measures 75mm x 75mm x 45mm and is 
available in three colours. It has a superior 
reverse LCD display (grey normal LCD), patented 
high visibility backlight and a snooze function. The 
clock has a quick set function for easy use and 
can be set to 12 or 24 hour mode. The radio 
controlled function can be switched off and the 
clock can be manually set for use in those 
countries where the radio controlled signal is not 
picked up. Duracell battery included.

high visibility backlight

BNC 009 GY 

59.- CHF
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BNC 010 WH

99.- CHF

high visibility backlight This Braun global radio controlled alarm clock radi o
measures 180mm x 90mm x 56mm and is available in 
one colour. It has a superior reverse LCD display, 
patented high visibility backlight and a snooze function. 
It has FM/AM functionality, 6 channel preset function, 
volume control and a digital tuner. The clock has a 
quick set function for easy use and can be set to 12 or 
24 hour mode. The radio controlled function can be 
switched off and the clock can be manually set for use 
in those countries where the radio controlled signal is 
not picked up. Duracell batteries included. 
230V adaptor option, not included

BNC 010 BK 

99.- CHF
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BNC 014 WH 

129.- CHF

This Braun global radio controlled wall clock with 
alarm measures 210mm x 210mm x 25mm and 
is available in two colours. It has a superior 
reverse LCD display. Date, temperature and 
humidity display. The clock has a quick set 
function for easy use and can be set to 12 or 24 
hour mode. The radio controlled function can be 
switched off and the clock can be manually set for 
use in those countries where the radio controlled 
signal is not picked up. Duracell battery included.
Also convertable into a table clock.

BNC 014 BK 

129.- CHF
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BNC 015 BK 

99.- CHF

BNC 015 WH 

99.- CHF

high visibility backlight

This Braun radio controlled projection clock 
measures 130mm x 90mm x 49mm and is available in 2 colours. This 
clock has a motion activated projection function where the user can turn 
the projection image on/off by waving their hand over the projection 
sensor. The side-arm at the right side of the clock tilts 180 degrees and 
the projection display can be rotated a full 360 degrees for user 
customisation of projection image on wall or ceiling. The clock has a 
superior reverse LCD display and has a quick set function for easy 
setting of time and alarm time. This clock can also be set to 12 or 24 hour 
time mode. The radio controlled function can be switched off and the 
clock can be manually set for use in those countries where the radio 
controlled signal is not picked up. 
Duracell batteries and power adaptor are included. 2 year warranty.
*the digital display may vary in contrast depending on room lighting
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BNC 013 BK 

129.- CHF

BNC 013 WH 

129.- CHF

This Braun radio controlled weather station measures 88mm x 130mm x 47mm and is available in 2 
colours. The clock has a superior reverse LCD display and has two mode buttons for a unique user 
customisation. User can press the mode buttons to toggle between time, alarm time, indoor and outdoor 
temperature and humidity at both the middle and bottom levels of the display. The top of the display is fixed and 
shows an animated weather forecast for the next 12 -24 hours. An outdoor sensor is included which links directly 
to the main weather station. The outdoor sensor has its own display that shows the outdoor temperature and 
humidity. The clock has a memory function which shows the maximum and minimum temperature records for the 
past 24 hours. The clock has a quick set function for easy use and can be set to 12 or 24 hour mode. The radio 
controlled function can be switched off and the clock can be manually set for use in those countries where the 
radio controlled signal is not picked up. The weather station and sensor connect via 433 MHz technology. This 
frequency is restricted in certain countries: Please check list of compatible countries when purchasing product.

The compatible power adaptor, which allows the backlight to be turned on permanently, 
is available to purchase from our accessories page. 

*The digital display may vary in contrast depending on room lighting
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BNC 016 BK  

79.- CHF

NEW

New: Digital VA LCD Clock – BNC016

The BNC016 clock has been designed with ergonomics in mind. The display is 
slightly titled back for better legibility and in combination with the VA LCD 
provides outstanding clarity from all angles. The large snooze surface is cleverly 
integrated into the thin housing at the back of the clock also providing solid 
footing. Overall this is a slim, functional and ergonomic clock from Braun.
140mm x 60mm x 150mm. Quartz.

Technical details about LCD: Vertical alignment (VA) displays are a form of 
LCDs in which the liquid crystals naturally align vertically to the glass 
substrates. When no voltage is applied, the liquid crystals remain perpendicular 
to the substrate creating a black display between crossed polarizers. When 
voltage is applied, the liquid crystals shift to a tilted position allowing light to 
pass through and create a gray-scale display depending on the amount of tilt 
generated by the electric field. The resulting appearance to the viewer is 
remarkable.


